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Background: Obesity is a risk factor for coronary heart disease (CHD). However, in cohorts of CHD, an “obesity paradox” exists where patients with 
obesity have a better prognosis than leaner patients. This paradox is often examined defining obesity based on body mass index (BMI). We evaluated 
whether the lean mass index (LMI) is an independent prognostic factor in CHD patients. 
Patients and Methods: We calculated LMI in 570 consecutive patients with CHD following major CHD events, and divided patients based on LMI 
into Low (n=97), Medium (n=216) and High (n=257). Total mortality was assessed by the National Death Index during a 3-year follow-up. 
Results: Mortality was inversely related to LMI(Figure), being highest in the low LMI (10.3%; p<0.0001 vs High LMI; p=0.003 vs Medium LMI) and 
lowest in the High LMI group (2.7%). Intermediate mortality was demonstrated in the Medium LMI group (4.2%; p=0.2 compared with the High LMI.) 
In multiple logistic regression analysis, both low body fat(OR .90;CI.83-97) and low LMI(OR .75;CI .58-.97) were independent predictors of mortality. 
Conclusions: Both body fat and LMI independently affect mortality, with higher values being protective. More research is needed to determine an 
“optimal” body composition as well as the mechanisms behind this phenomenon. 
